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Abstract

Objectives

To analyse evidence regarding the efficacy of periodontal regenerative
procedures in intrabony defects in patients treated for aggressive periodontitis
(AgP).

Material and Methods

A systematic search of the literature for randomised controlled clinical trials
including patients treated for aggressive periodontitis that compared a group
treated with regenerative therapy with another group treated with surgical
debridement alone was conducted by two independent reviewers.

Results

Six studies were included in the meta-analysis of clinical and/or radiographic
parameters at 6 and 12 months. Probing pocket depth was smaller at 6 months
in patients treated with regenerative therapies compared with those treated
with regular debridement (1.00 mm, p < 0.001, 95% CI (0.67, 1.34)). At
12 months this difference was more marked (0.41 mm, p = 0.12, 95% CI (− 
0.10, 0.91)). The distance between the cemento-enamel junction and the
alveolar crest at both 6 (1.36 mm, p < 0.001, 95% CI (1.03, 1.68)) and
12 months (0.90 mm, p = 0.01, 95% CI (0.24, 1.56)) was smaller in the group
treated with regeneration.

Conclusions

The use of biomaterials for regenerative therapy in AgP may be more effective
than surgical debridement. Better outcomes were observed in terms of probing
pocket depth and distance between the cemento-enamel junction and the
alveolar crest at 6 months. Regeneration should be considered as a therapy to
prevent tooth loss, although more studies with larger sample size and longer
follow-up are needed.

Clinical relevance



Periodontal regeneration is effective in the treatment of intrabony defects in
patients with AgP, as it leads to better outcomes in clinical and radiographic
parameters.
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Introduction
Aggressive periodontitis (AgP) was defined by the “1999 International
Workshop for a Classification of Periodontal Diseases and Conditions” as a
particularly severe form of periodontal disease, characterised by the rapid
progression of the periodontal attachment and alveolar bone loss [1]. AgP affects
young individuals under 35 years of age with no medical history. Its prevalence
ranges from 0.2% for Caucasians to approximately 2.6% for African Americans
[2, 3].

However, this classification has turned out to be controversial and, in particular,
definition of ‘rapid progression’ is difficult to establish. Recently, the results of
the “World Workshop on Periodontal and Peri-Implant Disease Classification”
[4] were published, with the aim to update the current classification of
periodontal diseases. In this meeting, the terms “chronic” or “aggressive”
periodontitis were eliminated, and periodontitis was categorised into necrotizing
periodontitis, periodontitis associated with systemic diseases, and other
periodontitis (subclassified into stages depending on severity or complexity of
clinical management, and into grades depending on the rate of progression). AgP
could be included in periodontitis stages III or IV, and in grade C or rapid rate of
progression [5].

Fine et al. [6] concluded that the classification of AgP is too broad and has not
been reviewed since its inception. They suggest incorporating genetic, host, and
microbiological analyses to identify risk groups and improve diagnosis in young
individuals.

The treatment of AgP consists of two phases. The first non-surgical phase aims
to eliminate the supragingival and subgingival calculus, and plaque, by
prophylaxis and scaling and root planning, and controls the risk factors



associated with periodontitis [7]. Initial treatment also includes an effective oral
hygiene programme. In addition, the study by Guerrero et al. [8] found that a 7-
day adjunctive course of systemic metronidazole and amoxicillin significantly
improved the short-term clinical outcomes of full-mouth non-surgical
periodontal debridement in subjects with generalised AgP.

The second phase of periodontal treatment consists of access flap surgery for
open flap debridement (OFD) in the areas where residual periodontal pockets
persist after non-surgical treatment. This phase may also incorporate
regenerative procedures. Periodontal tissue regeneration techniques include the
use of autogenous, allogenic, xenogenic, or alloplastic/synthetic bone grafts;
collagen, expanded polytetrafluoroethylene (ePTFE), or polymer guided tissue
regeneration (GTR) barriers; and biological agents. Although some of these
regenerative procedures are effective in obtaining periodontal regeneration, it
remains difficult to achieve a true, complete, and predictable result [9]. Several
studies [10, 11, 12, 13, 14] have however demonstrated long-term stability in the
results achieved after periodontal treatment in AgP in patients who follow a
periodontal maintenance programme.

Vertical bone loss in periodontitis often results in an intrabony defect when the
base of the bone defect (and the periodontal pocket) is apical to the alveolar
crest and surrounded by one, two, or three bony walls. Several surgical
techniques, including OFD, are available to reduce the depth of the periodontal
pocket by forming a long junctional epithelium that attaches to the root surface
[15]. GTR and biomaterials for periodontal regeneration also aim, in addition to
reducing probing pocket depth (PPD), to restore the original architecture of the
lost periodontal tissues [16].

Although periodontal regeneration is accepted into clinical practice, a systematic
review and meta-analysis of its effectiveness in AgP is important since the
procedure is technically complex and costly. The rationale of this study is to
conduct a formal meta-analysis to investigate the efficacy of regenerative
treatments. Several systematic reviews regarding the outcomes of GTR in
chronic periodontitis (CP) have been published. They have shown that GTR
results in better outcomes than OFD in terms of clinical attachment level (CAL)
and PPD in CP [17, 18, 19, 20]. Corbella et al. [21] recently published a
systematic review on the effects of GTR on AgP; however, they focused only on
the qualitative analysis of the data and did not conduct a meta-analysis.

The objective of this systematic review and meta-analysis is, therefore, to
evaluate the efficacy of regenerative therapies for the treatment of periodontal



intrabony defects in AgP compared with conventional OFD, considering both
clinical and radiographic treatment outcomes.

Materials and methods
This study has been conducted (in terms of planning and reporting) in
accordance with the PRISMA guidelines for systematic reviews and meta-
analysis (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analysis)
[22].

Research question
The purpose of this review was to assess the efficacy of periodontal regenerative
therapies in AgP compared with regular surgical debridement. The meta-analysis
was conducted to analyse and combine results of the included studies, and to
assess the strength of evidence presented on regenerative treatment in AgP. The
eventual characteristics not to perform the meta-analysis are different designs,
populations, interventions, or variables in the included studies.

Using the PICO (patient, intervention, comparison, outcome) framework, the
research question was as follows: “Is periodontal regeneration associated with
better clinical and radiographical outcomes compared to regular surgical
debridement in patients with AgP?”

Eligibility criteria
We applied the following criteria for inclusion in the review:

1. Type of study. Randomised controlled clinical trials (RCT) in humans with
a minimum follow-up period of 6 months, with parallel or split-mouth
designs. We included international publications published in peer-reviewed
journals and also grey literature. Articles written in English, Spanish, or
French.

2. Participants. Subjects diagnosed with AgP who require periodontal
regeneration.

3. Intervention. Treatment of intrabony defects with periodontal regeneration,
such as GTR either alone or in combination with bone grafts, enamel
matrix derivative technique, bone grafts and bone substitutes, and cellular
growth factors. Studies that analysed at least 15 intrabony defects were
included.

4. Comparisons. Regular OFD (surgical phase of the periodontal treatment



which goals include optimum mechanical subgingival root planing and
decontamination with direct vision, as well as healing by primary intention
following close interdental flap adaptation).

5. Outcomes. Changes in the periodontal intrabony defect assessed by clinical
(PPD, gingival recession [REC] and CAL) and/or radiographic parameters
(bone defect volume [DV], distance from the cemento-enamel junction to
the alveolar crest [CEJ-AC], and distance from the cemento-enamel
junction to the base of the intrabony defect [CEJ-BD]). The chosen primary
outcome was PPD. Data were collected at 6 and 12 months.

Search strategy
Literature searches were performed in five online databases (PUBMED,
Cochrane CENTRAL, ISI Web of Science, Google Scholar, and EMRO) and two
databases including doctoral theses and dissertations (PROQUEST and TESEO).
Studies were collected between January 1, 1995 and March 28, 2018. The search
strategy included the following keywords: “aggressive periodontitis”,
“regeneration”, “guided bone regeneration”, “guided tissue regeneration”, and
“enamel matrix derivative” combined with Boolean operators “AND” and “OR”
(Suppl. material search strategy).

The references of all included studies and relevant reviews were manually cross-
checked and an additional search was also performed in indexes of relevant
dental journals to ensure complete data collection. A reviewer (LD-F) carried
out the literature search for potentially eligible studies. In order to minimise the
risk of bias, two authors (LD-F and AM-F) independently screened the
potentially eligible studies for inclusion in the review. The title and abstract of
the studies were scanned and those that met the inclusion criteria for full review
were then selected. Disagreements between reviewers were addressed and
resolved through discussion with a third supervisor (FM).

Risk of bias assessment in individual studies
To assess the methodological quality of the studies and the risk of bias, the Jadad
scale [23] was applied. The analysis to assess risk of bias was based on three
main aspects: randomisation, blinding, and account of all patients. These were
applied to the included articles by the same independent researchers as described
previously.

Statistical analysis



Data were analysed with the statistical package Stata IC (Version 14.2,
StataCorp, College Station, TX, USA). For the summary and comparison of
included studies, means and standard deviations (SD) were extracted directly
from the studies and analysed with a 95% confidence interval (95% CI). The
estimates of the pooled mean differences (MD) together with the 95% CI for the
different outcomes were calculated by the inverse of variance test. Fixed or
random effects models were used based on the presence or absence of
heterogeneity. Heterogeneity among studies was assessed by the Q test,
considering a p value < 0.10 as statistically significant.

AQ2

Forest plots were created to illustrate the effects of the different studies and the
global estimation of the meta-analysis. Statistical significance was defined by a
p value ≤ 0.05. Forest plots for each meta-analysis show the MD and 95% CI for
each study (shown as lines) and the pooled MD (overall), with the 95% CI,
obtained by either the fixed or random effects model as indicated.

Results

Selection of studies
The study selection process is presented in the flow diagram (Fig. 1). The initial
search yielded a total of 749 documents (741 from electronic database searches
and eight from manual searches), of which 51 were duplicate records. After the
title and abstract evaluation process, 17 articles were obtained and analysed in
full text. Three were excluded as they did not fit the specified intervention
criteria [24, 25, 26], and a further two [27, 28] were excluded because they were
case series. Six other articles were excluded because they were not adapted to
the intervention [29, 30] or were not RCTs [31, 32, 33, 34]. Finally, six articles
(five studies) were included in the quantitative analysis [35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40].
To show the degree of inter-examiner agreement in the selection of articles, the
Kappa index was applied. The result obtained was 0.886 after the complete
reading of articles, indicating good agreement (Fig. 2).

Fig. 1

Flow diagram of selection process, eligibility, and reasons for exclusion and
inclusion of the final studies



Fig 2

Forest plots. a) PPD 6 months. b) PPD 12 months. c) CEJ-AC 6 months. d) CEJ-
AC 12 months.
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Characteristics of the studies
Data were extracted from the studies and entered into a spreadsheet (LibreOffice
v. 5.4.4.2 The Document Foundation) according to the general characteristics of
the study (authors and year of publication), characteristics of the population
(number of participants, age, sex, smoking history), and outcome measures
(follow-up, PPD, REC, CAL, DV, CEJ-AC, and CEJ-BD. These clinical
measurements were taken after non-surgical therapy. No study included
antibiotic use prior to surgery; however, all studies with the exception of
Rakmanee et al. [39, 40] included the used of 500 mg amoxicillin every 6–8 h
for 5–7 days post-surgically.

Four of the six included papers (Table 1) were “split-mouth” designs [35, 36, 39,
40]. All included articles were written in English, took place in a university
setting, and were not commercially funded. The follow-up period varied from 6
to 12 months. One study was conducted in Thailand [35], two studies in India
[36, 37], one in OH, USA [38, ,], and the other one in the UK [39, 40].

a) b)

c) d)



Table 1

Characteristics of included studies

Author Year Participants
(N)

Age
(years)

Characteristics
of the

participants

Intrabony
defects

(N)

Character
of the

intrabo
defect

DiBattista
et al. [38] 1995 7 14–18 5 women, 2

men with LAgP 26

Presence o
AA. Molar
with intrab
defects wit
CAL > 5 m

Sirirat et
al. [35] 1996 6 24–30

4 women, 2
men. Split-
mouth design

15  

Kumar et
al. [36] 2011 10 17–35

6 women, 4
men. Non-
smokers. Split-
mouth design

20

Bilateral
interproxim
intrabony d
≥ 4 mm (as
evidenced 
X-ray) in
molars and
≥ 5 mm

Rakmanee
et al. (A)
[39]

2016 18 15–39

14 women, 4
men. Split-
mouth design. 8
Caucasians, 8
African
Americans, 1
Hispanic, 1
Asian. 3
smokers ≤ 10
cigarettes/day

36

Bilateral
intrabony d
≥ 3 mm and
PPD ≥ 5 m
One-wall d
(3 control/5
test), two-w
defect (10
control/6 te
three-wall
defect (5
control/7 te
Defect dep
3 mm (3
control/5 te
4 mm (5
control/6 te
5 mm (10
control/7 te

Data from Rakmanee et al. (A) and (B) are results from the same sample of patients



Bajaj et al. [37] performed power calculations before the study was initiated to
achieve 85% power and detect mean difference of 1 mm in CAL between the 2
groups. Also, Rakmanee et al. (A) [39] made power calculations in order to have
an 80% power to detect a difference in means of 0.75 mm of probing
measurement. As Rakmanee et al. (B) [40] is part of the same study, subjects and
power calculation are the same.

In total, 60 subjects and 172 periodontal intrabony defects were analysed. With
regard to the type of intrabony defects analysed, DiBattista et al. [38] studied
defects in the mesial surface of molars with CAL > 5 mm, and Sirirat et al. [35]
and Kumar et al. [36] analysed interproximal intrabony paired defects although
Kumar et al. focused on molars with bone loss of > 4 mm as evidenced on
intraoral periapical X-rays with PPD > 5 mm. Bajaj et al. [37] analysed 3-wall
interproximal intrabony defects. Rakmanee et al. [39, 40] studied one-, two,-, or
three-wall intrabony defects with 3, 4, or 5 mm of depth.

The age of subjects ranged from 14 to 39 years. Thirty-eight of the subjects were
female and 22 were male. One study included three smokers on ≤ 10 cigarettes
per day [39, 40]. One study was restricted to localised aggressive periodontitis

Author Year Participants
(N)

Age
(years)

Characteristics
of the

participants

Intrabony
defects

(N)

Character
of the

intrabo
defect

Rakmanee
et al. (B)
[40]

2016 18 15–39

14 women, 4
men. Split-
mouth design: 8
Caucasians, 8
African
Americans, 1
Hispanic, 1
Asian. 3
smokers ≤ 10
cigarettes/day

36

Bilateral
intrabony d
≥ 3 mm and
PPD ≥ 5 m
One-wall d
(3 control/5
test), two-w
defect (10
control/6 te
three-wall
defect (5
control/7 te
Defect dep
3 mm (3
control/5 te
4 mm (5
control/6 te
5 mm (10
control/7 te

Bajaj et
al. [37] 2017 19 20–30

9 women, 10
men. Non-
smokers

54
3-wall
interproxim
intrabony d

Data from Rakmanee et al. (A) and (B) are results from the same sample of patients



(LAgP) [38], whereas the remaining studies included both localised and
generalised aggressive periodontitis (GAgP).

CAL was the primary outcome in Sirirat et al. [35], CAL and PPD in Rakmanee
et al. (A) [39], linear radiographic bone fill was the primary outcome in Bajaj et
al. [37] and Rakmanee et al. (B) [40], and volumetric bone fill in DiBattista et al.
[38] and Kumar et al. [36]. Rakmanee et al. (A, B) [39, 40] are considered as one
study, although it was published in two papers.

OFD was conducted using a simplified papillae preservation flap technique [41]
in Rakmanee et al. [39, 40] and using a modified Widman flap [42] in the other
studies [35, 36, 37, 38]. With regard to the biomaterial used for regeneration,
two studies used non-resorbable membrane ePTFE (expanded
polytetrafluoroethylene) alone [35] or in combination with a demineralized
freeze-dried bone allograft (DFDBA) [38]. The latter study divided the test
group into three subgroups, which were included separately in the meta-analysis.
The first one consisted of ePTFE alone (n = 7); the second consisted of ePTFE
with previous conditioning of the root surface with a solution of doxycycline (n 
= 7); and the third consisted of ePTFE, doxycycline, and DFDBA (n = 7). Other
studies [36] used an allograft (Bonelike, Medmat Innovation. Portugal),
composed mainly of hydroxyapatite (HA), tricalcium phosphate (TCP), and
bioactive glass (BAG) without any membrane. Bajaj et al. [37] used autologous
platelet-rich fibrin (PRF). Rakmanee et al. [39, 40] used a resorbable membrane
(RESOLUT XT®, WL Gore & Associates Ltd., Flagstaff, AZ, USA). All the
studies compared results to a control group of OFD.

Uneventful healing was demonstrated in all studies except Rakmanee et al. [39,
40]. In Rakmanee et al.’s studies, 13 subjects presented membrane exposure at
test sites [39, 40]. Two subjects experienced major exposure (diameter of the
area ≥ 4 mm bucco-lingually) resulting in membrane removal at 1 and 4 weeks
postoperatively. Eleven subjects had minor exposure (diameter of the area ≤ 
3 mm bucco-lingually), and two of them presented with slight suppuration at 1
and 4 weeks after surgery. In these cases, the infection was controlled following
a course of antibiotics (i.e. metronidazole; 400 mg three times/day for 2 weeks).
Eighteen subjects were initially enrolled but only 16 were followed up at 6 and
12 months.

Synthesis of results
The results of the meta-analyses are shown in Table 2.

Table 2

Results of meta-analysis



Variable Pooled mean difference (mm) 95% CI
Heterogeneity

Q p

PPD 6 months 1 0.67–1.34 1.34 0.25

PPD 12 months 0.41 − 0.10–0.91 2.13 0.71

REC 6 months − 0.34 − 1.23–0.54 1 0.32

REC 12 months − 0.32 − 1.23–0.59 1 0.32

CAL 6 months 0.66 − 0.61–1.94 1 0.32

CAL 12 months 0.18 − 1.55–1.90 1 0.32

CEJ-AC 6 months 1.36 1.03–1.68 0.35 0.55

CEJ-AC 12 months 0.9 0.24–1.56 1 0.32

CEJ-BD 6 months 1.19 − 0.66–3.04 1 0.32

Fixed-effects model

Random effects model

In terms of PPD reduction, there was a statistically significant increase at
6 months in subjects treated with regenerative therapies compared with those
treated with OFD (1.00 mm, p < 0.001, 95% CI [0.67, 1.34]; Q = 1.34, p = 0.25).
The weighted mean difference for the PPD variable at 12 months also shows an
increase in the reduction, however this does not reach statistical significance
(0.41 mm, p = 0.12, 95% CI [− 0.10, 0.91], Q = 2.13, p = 0.71). Only three
studies however reported PPD at 12 months. In one of these studies [38],
subjects were divided into three treatment subgroups as different biomaterials
were used for regeneration. (Fig. 2 a, b).

There was a reduction in REC after 6 months in subjects treated with
regenerative therapies compared with those treated with OFD (− 0.34 mm, p = 
0.45, 95% CI [− 1.23, 0.54], Q = 1, p = 0.32), however this was not statistically
significant. The reduction in REC at 12 months was 0.32 mm and also did not
reach statistical significance (− 0.32 mm, p = 0.49, 95% CI [− 1.23, 0.59], Q = 1,
p = 0.32).

A greater increase in CAL at 6 months was observed in subjects treated with
regeneration techniques compared with OFD (0.66 mm, p = 0.31, 95% CI (− 
0.61, 1.94), Q = 1, p = 0.32), however the results were not statistically
significant. Similar results were observed at 12 months, albeit with less increase
(0.18 mm, p = 0.31, 95% CI [− 1.55, 1.90], Q = 1, p = 0.32).

a

b

b

b

b

b

a

b

b

a

b



Radiographically, the distance between CEJ and AC at both 6 and 12 months
was significantly lower in the group treated with GTR. A significantly lower
CEJ-AC was observed at 6 months (1.36 mm, p < 0.001, 95% CI [1.03, 1.68], Q 
= 0.35, p = 0.55) and at 12 months (0.90 mm, p = 0.01, 95% CI [0.24, 1.56], Q = 
1, p = 0.32). There was also a greater reduction in the distance between the CEJ-
BD at 6 months for regeneration techniques (1.19 mm, p = 0.21, 95% CI [− 0.66,
3.04], Q = 1, p = 0.32), however this was not statistically significant. The
variables VD and CEJ-BD at 12 months were not included in the analysis due to
lack of data from the included studies. No tooth loss or adverse effects were
reported in the studies (Fig. 2 c, d).

Results of the analysis of the risk of bias
The results of the application of the Jadad scale to the six included studies are
summarised in Table 3. Two studies obtained a low score (2), and only two could
be described as high-quality studies obtaining the maximum score of 5.

Table 3

Jadad scale for randomised controlled trials

Author Randomisation
(0–2)

Blinding
(0–2)

Account of all
patients (0–1) Total

DiBattista et al.
[38] 1 0 1 2

Sirirat et al. [35] 1 0 1 2

Kumar et al. [36] 2 2 1 5

Rakmanee et al.
(A) [39] 2 0 1 3

Rakmanee et al.
(B) [40] 2 0 1 3

Bajaj et al. [37] 2 2 1 5

Discussion
The present meta-analysis was carried out to estimate the effect of regenerative
therapy on patients affected by AgP. This study was carried out between 2016
and 2018, before the results of the “World Workshop on Periodontal and Peri-
Implant Disease Classification” [4] were published.

It is difficult to extrapolate data from the included studies on AgP to the recent
classification of periodontal diseases [4], as we lack the specific patient



characteristics in each study. We could say AgP is a stage either III or IV, and
grade C periodontitis. However, we still find this meta-analysis relevant due to
the complexity of clinical management regarding the aggressive nature of the
disease, the specific bacteria of its subgingival biofilm, and the immune
responsiveness that could influence the disease manifestation and progression.

Our results suggest that regeneration treatment is effective in these patients in
terms of PPD and distance between CEJ-AC. The quality of evidence provided
by the included studies is limited, and we must draw conclusions with caution.

The studies evaluated the effects of a series of different biomaterials for
periodontal regeneration, including bone substitute materials such as HA, BAG,
and DFDBA. These biomaterials were used alone or in combination with
resorbable or non-resorbable membranes following a GTR treatment protocol.
Nevertheless, Bajaj et al. [37] used PRF alone as a biological agent for
regeneration. The combination of different regeneration techniques might have
resulted in greater variability in the results.

Previous studies have reported that variability in clinical outcomes may also
reflect differences in defect characteristics, including preoperative attachment
level and probing depth, intrabony wall components, and defect depth and angle
[43, 44, 45]. In addition, Cortellini and Tonetti showed that ΔCAL was
associated with the depth of the three-wall intrabony components of the defect
[46].

The clinical and radiographic results in Rakmanee et al. [39, 40] showed
substantial comparability between the two groups, likely as the planned surgical
approach for the control site (papilla preservation flap [41]) guaranteed adequate
stability of the blood clot, even without a barrier membrane [47, 48]. We must
bear in mind however, that the ΔCAL was reduced at the sites with membrane
exposure compared with those with the non-exposed membrane.

This meta-analysis has shown that outcomes at 6 months appear more promising
than those at 12 months. The reduction of PPD at 6 months is 1 mm higher for
regenerative therapy; while at 12 months, it decreases to 0.41 mm. Similar
observations are seen in the CAL assessment, although results at both 6 and
12 months were not statistically significant. An attachment gain of 0.66 mm at
6 months was reduced to 0.18 mm at 12 months. This could also be related to
poor compliance of periodontal supportive therapy. A similar pattern is evident
for radiographical variables, where the greater CEJ-AC reduction seen for
regenerative therapy decreases from 1.36 mm at 6 months to 0.90 mm at
12 months. A slight reabsorption of the alveolar crest following 1 year of



treatment may occur in these cases. We also have to bear in mind that some
biomaterials such as DFDBA or hydroxyapatite give an initially denser
radiographic image than that seen for other biomaterials such as platelet-rich
fibrin or perhaps even GTR. The REC, on the other hand, remains stable
throughout this period of time and no changes are observed. Therefore, based on
the data obtained, regeneration techniques do not seem to be clearly superior to
OFD in terms of clinical outcomes.

To our knowledge, this is the first meta-analysis on the efficacy of regenerative
therapy for intrabony defects in AgP. The most similar evidence already
available comes from the meta-analysis by Needleman et al. [17], who assessed
GTR in CP for 12 months. We noted that both PPD and CAL values were not
similar compared with our results. In our meta-analysis, observed PPD reduction
was 0.41 mm, compared with 1.21 mm reported by Needleman. Similarly, CAL
increased by only 0.18 mm in our study compared with 1.22 mm reported by
Needleman. This difference may result from a poorer response to treatment in
AgP compared with CP. Also, the study of Needleman presented higher baseline
PPD values than those in our study, and hence the effect of the treatment would
be greater. However, the results regarding REC are similar; an increased gain of
0.26 mm in the subgroup of split-mouth studies and 0.33 mm in the subgroup
membrane and bone graft were observed compared with controls, whereas in our
study the observed REC gain was 0.32 mm. Regarding radiographic variables,
the results between the studies are not comparable as Needleman et al. only
present CEJ-BD results at 12 months, and in our study the analysis of this
variable could not be performed.

In 2002, Trombelli et al. [9] also performed a meta-analysis comparing use of
graft materials and biological agents with OFD for periodontal intrabony defects
in CP. The duration of the included RCTs ranged from 6 months to 5 years. The
CAL change significantly improved after treatment with coralline calcium
carbonate (0.90 mm; 95% CI 0.53–1.27), bioactive glass (1.04 mm; 95% CI
0.31–1.76), hydroxyapatite (1.40 mm, 95% CI 0.64–2.16), and enamel matrix
proteins (1.33 mm, 95% CI 0.78–1.88). In our meta-analysis, the CAL change
improved by 0.66 mm at 6 months and 0.18 mm at 12 months compared with
OFD, however the results were not significant. This difference could be caused
by the fact that the low evidence in AgP did not allow to stratify the analysis by
the type of biomaterial used, as Trombelli et al. [9].

A further systematic review and meta-analysis by Murphy et al. [19] compared
GTR with OFD in CP and included a maximum follow-up of 5 years. They
reported a mean CAL gain of 0.81 mm (p < 0.001) and a reduction in PPD of
0.78 mm (p < 0.001), both favourable to GTR. The results of REC were not



statistically significant (0.17 mm, p = 0.27). These results are similar to those
obtained in our study, although this must be interpreted with caution as the
follow-up period and the clinical entities assessed are different between the two
studies.

The present study has some limitations. Firstly, none of the included studies
tested for normality in the distribution of the data. This limitation should be
taken into consideration when interpreting the meta-analysis results. In addition,
the number of RCTs found on AgP was limited as was the quality. Thus, there
was a high-moderate risk of bias according to the assessment used. We were not
able to perform quantitative analysis of some variables such as VD and CEJ-BD
at 12 months due to heterogeneity in these variables. More RCTs with a larger
sample size and longer follow-up, as well standardisation of outcome reporting,
are needed to enable more reliable conclusions to be made.

Conclusions
The use of biomaterials for regenerative therapy was more effective than OFD in
terms of PPD and distance between the CEJ and the alveolar crest at 6 months.
The improvement in these parameters does not appear stable, as PPD and CEJ-
AC deteriorated between 6 and 12 months.

Regeneration is effective for the treatment of intrabony defects in patients with
AgP, as it leads to better outcomes with regard to clinical and radiographic
parameters. Although the number and strength of the reviewed studies might not
necessarily conclude that regeneration should be considered over OFD, as the
improvements in clinical and radiographic parameters do not clearly justify the
additional time and cost of the procedure. Regeneration should be considered as
a therapy to prevent tooth loss, although more studies with larger sample size
and longer follow-up are needed.
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